Today’s production and field environments need portable dimensional inspection solutions that offer the same accuracy, reliability and repeatability as measurement technologies found in metrology labs. Take full advantage of Creaform’s 3D scanners’ portability with our portable workstation for easy 3D scanning on shop floors or out in the field.

**MAXIMUM PORTABILITY**
- All-in-one carrying case
- Can include a scanner, a computer and all accessories
- Multi-terrain wheels
- Additional storage space

**ADAPTED WORKSTATION**
- Quick setup and connection
- Easy calibration
- Comfortable working height
- Compatible with HandySCAN 3D™ and Go!SCAN 3D™
Field crews in a variety of different sectors, including in NDT pipeline integrity assessments for the oil and gas industry, can now benefit from a completely portable and robust solution. Creaform’s portable workstation will let you easily bring all the necessary equipment to any inspection site and provide a comfortable workstation anywhere, allowing teams to analyze data without ever leaving inspection sites.

Creaform’s portable workstation allows quality control teams of all skill levels to inspect parts at any stage of the production process—right on the shop floor. Greatly facilitating the setup of a portable 3D scanner anywhere in a manufacturing environment, this workstation is a powerhouse to help you improve your quality control efficiency and performance.

**OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR PIPELINE INSPECTION**

- Rugged tablet with magnetic support
- Scanner magnetic support

**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PORTABLE WORKSTATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIMENSIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERTIFICATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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